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KUWAIT: Zain, the leading telecommunications compa-
ny in Kuwait, announced the launch of BOLT Hotspot
device for the first time in Kuwait, offering the latest
superfast CAT16 network technology on its most
advanced nationwide network. Zain’s introduction of this
all-new device comes as part of the company’s develop-
mental strategy, through which it seeks to keep up with
the latest innovations witnessed by the
Telecommunications and Information Technology sector
around the world. 

The company, being the leader in providing the latest
tech products and services, is committed to offer the
most advanced technologies to the Kuwaiti market. Zain
customers can now enjoy the advanced CAT16 network
technology with the all-new BOLT Hotspot device, which
is offered for KD 1 only with unlimited Internet through
the KD 16 plan, for KD 2.5 only with 2 TB through the
KD 13 plan, or for KD 5 only with 1 TB through the KD
10 plan. 

The new BOLT Hotspot device is the latest addition to
Zain’s existing portfolio of the most advanced Internet
devices. Back in June, Zain launched the BOLT router
that supports the revolutionary CAT11 technology, and
now customers can choose the device that best suits
their usage needs, whether professional or personal. Zain
is keen on introducing the latest and most innovative
services and solutions in the market to elevate its cus-
tomers’ experience and offer them convenience while
meeting their unique lifestyles. 

The company is also committed to introducing them
with the latest and most competitive offerings, and will
always aim at providing a superior experience on its
most advanced network. The introduction of this offer
highlights Zain’s eagerness in keeping pace with the
ongoing changes of needs and wants of its customers.

With this latest announcement, Zain strengthens its lead-
ing position in providing special services and offerings
designed for heavy data users. 

Zain launches BOLT 
Hotspot device in Kuwait

Company offers superfast CAT16 technology 

BEIRUT: Canon Middle East, a leader in imag-
ing solutions, unveiled its new business value
proposition ‘Explore, Inspire, Improve’ to fur-
ther expand the ‘Canon for Business’ offering in
Lebanon. The new business proposition was
launched during a two-day event held at Hilton
Metropolitan Hotel in Beirut, and is part of a
series of ‘Canon for Business’ events in the
Middle East which fall under Canon’s strategy
of working closely with its customers.

Canon is exploring the changing world of
business and data, and is helping customers
address their challenges and improve their
business. ‘Explore, Inspire, Improve’ provides
business process consultancy, with Canon
working alongside its customers to build the
best solution for their organisation based on
business priorities. The initiative primarily
supports businesses in Lebanon strengthen
overall productivity, efficiency and sustainable
development.

“Lebanon continues to be important market
for Canon Middle East. Over the last few years
we have been privileged to showcase our busi-
ness solutions and applications that cater to the
direct needs of the local companies. This has
resulted in underlining Canon’s position as a
‘Partner of Choice’ for customers. Through our
local partnerships with Imagesystems and
Prinktom, we aim to contribute to the economic
development of the industry, and progress by

supporting local businesses and other entities.”
said Anurag Agrawal, Managing Director,
Canon Middle East.

“We remain committed to our corporate phi-
losophy of ‘Kyosei’ and always drive sustainable
growth and strengthen our core business by
being a partner that helps solve the challenges
of our customers,” Agrawal added.
Imagesystems is one of the oldest and an impor-
tant partner of Canon in Lebanon dealing with
the entire Canon’s product portfolio largely
focusing on Corporate and Government sectors.
Image Systems, an ITG company, is the official
distributor of Canon in Lebanon, providing the
latest in office, MFP solutions, engineering &
graphics plotters, digital imaging archiving
scanners, and production print solutions. Image
Systems has a qualified sales and technical
workforce fully trained by Canon engineers.

Printkom continues to be an old partner of
Canon in the region which has been serving the
Graphic Art and Printing Industry in Lebanon
since 1956. Printkom is the official distributor of
Canon Professional Digital Solutions for the
graphic art, publishing and creative advertising
sectors in Lebanon along with other major sup-
pliers in the printing industry.

Shadi Bakhour, B2B Business Unit Director,
Canon Middle East, said: “With a sizable market
of over USD 432 million which is expected to
grow to USD 543 million by 2019 the ICT sec-

tor has been a pillar of Lebanon’s economy and
a key driver of job creation over the past
decade.1 The Lebanese market over the years is
increasingly evolving into an innovation and
content generation. With Canon’s expertise and
product solutions, we continue to be the right
partner to manage these essential business ele-
ments cost-effectively”.

At the event in Beirut, Canon highlighted its
B2B strategy and showcased an innovative
range of products that cater to sectors includ-
ing healthcare, hospitality, construction, educa-
tion and government. Canon is committed to
innovation, agility and a solutions-driven
approach. The company works collaboratively
to pioneer transformational approaches to
address the biggest social and environmental
challenges. 

At the recently concluded GITEX
Technology Week, Canon Middle East show-
cased its business solutions and applications
that cater to the direct needs of companies and
organisations; underlining Canon’s position as a
‘Partner of Choice’ for customers. The five key
domains identified by Canon are Differentiate,
Accelerate, Transform, Evolve and Simply, with
each pillar targeting a business process through
a series of applications. These applications are
in the form of a software developed to address-
es a specific issue or challenge supported by
Canon’s imaging and printing products.

DUBAI: OMNESMEDIA.com becomes more interactive
and user-friendly by getting a new look and feel as its
developer and operator BASMA Media has launched a
revamped version of the flagship portal that enables users
to navigate the platform’s news section and browse key
media activities without prior sign up. The updated version
of OMNESMEDIA.com, a specialized portal that provides
innovative digital solutions covering all media sectors
across the globe, includes a new look and feel for the
Homepage and an upgrade of the news browser, providing
users direct access to latest updates in sections such as the
news, reports, interview, events and job.

The revamped news section ensures seamless and more
focused search for archiving of news stories and media
reports across a wide spectrum of media disciplines,
including marketing and advertorial news along with a
diverse array of relevant services. Commenting on the new
launch, Nasser Al Sarami, CEO of BASMA Media, said,
“The revamped version of OMNESMedia.com comes to
meet the growing needs of the increasing number of our
visitors. It’s a strategy of continual improvement that we are
following every now and then while ensuring the corporate
brand identity of our platform.” Al Sarami added, “We are
consistently following up the remarks and requirements of

our users regarding the way they browse the platform’s
contents, including its different sections and types of news,
going all the way down to identifying browsing operation
time spans for each category, etc., in order to come up with
efficient updates conducive to ensuring an ideal and smart
browsing experience of the platform’s multi-faceted servic-
es in a way that meets users’ needs and expectations.”

“OMNESMedia.com was established to render quality
services and meet the requirements of the media sector and
all related platforms including media people and organiza-
tions. Our role is to promote the platform’s content including
data, information, and news while providing a wide array of
specialized and focused services to all users in the near
future.” It’s noteworthy that all the news stories, media
reports, articles and interviews published by the platform will
be archived under the new categories of the updated section.

These categories will include News Agencies; Broadcast;
Communications; Creative & Design; Digital; Events &
Awards; Government; Journalism, and Marketing &
Advertising. Since its launch, OMNESMedia.com has creat-
ed a dedicated section to news, reports, and interviews of
close relevance to the media sector and other related plat-
forms with the objective of providing a media and advertori-
al content for all users that contribute to promoting and
supporting these sectors and all their workforce.

OMNESMedia.com enables all users, including indi-
viduals and organizations operating in media and market-
ing sectors as well as other related platforms to publicize
their news stories in a direct way by using the function
“Add Your News” or by communicating with the plat-
form’s editorial team via email. Therefore, the platform
helps ensure more exposure and reach for news stories
via its extensive database.

BASMA Media launches 
updated version 
of OMNESMedia.com

Canon launches ‘Explore, Inspire, 
Improve’ concept in Lebanon

Huawei Mate 
10 Series takes 
Middle East, 
Africa by storm 
KUWAIT: Huawei Consumer Business
Group (CBG) has unveiled the world’s
most powerful AI flagship smartphones -
the HUAWEI Mate 10 Series in the
Middle East & Africa region. Heralding a
new decade of smartphone development,
the new HUAWEI Mate 10, HUAWEI
Mate 10 Pro and PORSCHE DESIGN
HUAWEI Mate 10 devices are set to
deliver the ultimate intelligent experience
for regional consumers by providing
more comprehensive mobile intelligence
through Mobile AI. 

The HUAWEI Mate 10 Series goes
beyond smart, using the AI application
ecosystem to make the smartphone so
intelligent with personalized AI applica-
tions that it completely changes smart
applications and delivers a faster, stronger
and seamless smartphone experience to
users. Built with the world’s first AI
processor for smartphones, the HUAWEI
Mate 10 Series predicts its most efficient
mode, optimizing performance to keep
the phone in prime condition and deliver
all-round greater efficiency, with more
power, at higher speeds.

Commenting on the launch of the flag-
ship HUAWEI Mate 10 Series devices in
the region, Mr. Gene Jiao, President of
Huawei CBG, Middle East & Africa said:
“Tech-savvy consumers in the Middle
East and Africa have a huge appetite for
innovative technology that offers
increasingly intelligent and seamless
solutions for their busy lives. The use of
AI in the HUAWEI Mate 10 Series allows
us to break through boundaries and ush-
er in an era of smartphones that trans-
form human-to-machine interaction and
further expand their capabilities. With
boosted performance, speed, power, and
infinitely faster connectivity and down-
load speeds, this premium device series
delivers the ultimate user experience,
and heralds a new decade of smartphone
development.” 

Dubai font
Huawei CBG has partnered with The

Executive Council of Dubai to be one of
the first smartphone companies to intro-
duce Dubai Font to their users. The Mate
10 Series is the first smartphone series
by Huawei that has Dubai Font embed-
ded into it. Dubai Font has been
designed for more than 180 countries
and in 23 languages integrating Arabic
and Latin typefaces.

Intelligent speed 
Powered by the Kirin 970, Huawei’s

new smartphone System-on-a-Chip
(SoC) which combines an 8-core CPU, a
new generation 12-core GPU, and a ded-
icated Neural Processing Unit (NPU) to
power AI computing, the HUAWEI Mate
Series offers a significantly faster intelli-
gent experience for consumers across
the region. Most importantly, the per-
formance of the Kirin 970 NPU is unpar-
alleled with 25 times that of a CPU
(Central Processing Unit) and with 50
times the efficiency of a CPU. Providing
the world’s fastest 4.5G experience, the
HUAWEI Mate 10 Series smartphones
only require a few seconds to load and
play 4K online. The devices are also the

world’s first smartphone with Dual 4G
SIM support enabling each SIM to make
calls and browse simultaneously.

Intelligent camera
In partnership with Leica, the

renowned camera maker, the HUAWEI
Mate 10 Series is the first Intelligent
Photography smartphone that turns
every shot into a perfect memory. The
HUAWEI Mate 10 Series features a new
Leica SUMMILUX-H camera with f/1.6
aperture to capture more light for low-
light photography. Powered by Kirin
970’s dual ISP and Snapshot with AI
Motion Detection, users can capture
wonderful moments of children running
or playing sports. 

AI-powered Real-Time Scene and
Object Recognition with Real-Time Auto
Settings allows the camera to automati-
cally adjusts and chooses settings to help
users capture better photographs in a
range of different environments. The
HUAWEI Mate 10 Series captures
detailed AI-powered Bokeh Effect for a
more natural and detailed transition
between the background and subject and
the AI-powered Digital Zoom of up to
six to 10x brings far-off text into clearer
focus and helps captures greater detail.

Intelligent power
The advanced AI-powered Battery

Management technology used in
Huawei’s Mate 10 Series allows for full
day use with the 4000mAh battery with
smart power-saving technology, as well
as smarter power management technolo-
gy to personalize system settings, opti-
mize background applications and push
notifications for each user, maximizing
power efficiency and increasing battery
life. Powered with HUAWEI
SuperCharge technology, the HUAWEI
Mate 10 Series devices support 4.5V/5A
low-voltage fast charging. 

A 10-minute charge powers the bat-
tery to 20 percent, while a 30-minute
charge powers the battery to 58 percent.
The battery remains at a low temperature
during fast charging to ensure safety. The
HUAWEI Mate 10 Series features the
world’s first T‹V Safety Certified
HUAWEI SuperCharge technology, the
strictest certification of its kind in the
world. Safety certification is based on the
entire charging system including the
charger, cables, IC, and battery for end-
to-end charging safety.

As beautiful and sleek as it is power-
ful, the 3D Glass Body of the HUAWEI
Mate Series devices - made of glass
front and back, and beautifully curved on
all four sides - makes the devices feel
ultra-premium in the hand with a thin,
futuristic design and comfortable grip.
Available in three beautiful colors, the
Mate 10 Pro comes in Titanium Gray,
Midnight Blue and Mocha Brown and the
Mate 10 is available in Black and Mocha
Brown and Champagne Gold.

NEW YORK: Apple is offering a nifty
way to unlock its new iPhone X - just
stare at it. Face ID, Apple’s name for
its facial-recognition technology,
replaces the fingerprint sensor found
on other models. How well does it
work - not just technically, but in
everyday use? After all, it’s much eas-
ier to align your finger with the sen-
sor than to align your face with the
phone. The iPhone X costs about
$1,000 - $300 more than the iPhone
8. Advance orders began this past
Friday, and Apple is now giving deliv-

ery times of five to six weeks. Apple
says it will have limited supplies at
stores for same-day pickup on Friday,
but you’ll have to get there early.

Better face detection
Many rival Android phones

already use facial-recognition tech-
nology. Samsung also has an unlock
feature that scans your iris. But the
systems can be tripped with some-
thing as simple as eyeglasses. While
Android largely bases its match on a
two-dimensional camera shot of

you, the iPhone X goes 3-D. During
setup, the iPhone guides you to
rotate your head, so it gets a more
complete picture of you - analyzing
some 30,000 points on your face, to
be specific. 

So, if you’re wearing glasses, the
iPhone can still recognize you using
other parts of your face. Same goes
for wearing a hat. And Apple’s sys-
tem continually learns. Each time
you use your face to unlock the
phone, it automatically keeps tabs
on small changes, such as growing a
mustache or simply getting older.
With Android, you have to go into
the settings to teach the phone’s
face recognition to get better. There
are limits. If you shave your beard,
it’s too big of a change for the
iPhone X to be sure it’s you. You’ll
need a passcode, but the phone
should remember you the next time.

Recognizing you
I tested the iPhone X against

Samsung’s iris scanner on the
Galaxy Note 8 and face systems on
Google’s Pixel 2 and LG’s V30
phones. V30 improves upon the
standard Android technology in
asking you to turn your head slight-
ly during the setup, though in prac-
tice the Pixel was far better at
recognition. 

Only the iPhone and the Pixel
recognized me with standard eye-
glasses - important, as I expect the
same performance with or without
spectacles. That said, Face ID
unlocked with just one of the two
sunglasses I tried; the other was
too big. Costumes and disguises
also challenged Face ID. A Santa
hat was OK, but a Santa beard
wasn’t. Nor did it like funny glasses
and a fake nose. —AP

You can stymie the 
iPhone X Face ID - 
but it takes some work


